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Bell .Laboratories Book Acquisition, Accounting- 

and cataloging System (BELLTIP)

BELLTIP is an pn-line library processing system  concerned 

with book acquisition, cataloging and financial accounting 

for a network of 26 technical libraries. At its center is 

an interactively updated and'queried set of files concerned

with all items currently in process. Principal products in- 

elude all purchase orders, claims and cancellations; 

 receiving and invoicing'reports; catalpgers' work-sheetsand

proof sheets; in process listings; and a variety of/manage 

ment and user reports. The system also supports the data, 

base for an on-line circulation system (BELLRELtr and a 

pno'tocomposed printed book catalog. Operational since the

beginning of 1972, BELLTIP provides a number of advantages 

over, the previous manual system. These include faster 

processing of ofders, better information about orders in 

process, automatic handling of routine processes, elimina-

tion of redundant record transcriptions and better manage-

ment information. 



/Bell Laboratories Book Acquisition, Accounting 

and cataloging System (BELLTIP)

 INTRODUCTION  

There are currently 26 library units at 20 locations in nine 

 states in the Bell Laboratories^ Library Network. These 

libraries, together with dther specialized units in"' the

Libraries and Information Systems Ceriter of Bell 

Laboratories, serve the  information heeds of, about 16,000

Bell Labs scientists, engineers, and supporting,personnel. 

Eight of the libraries are operated jointly with the Western 

Electric Co, and also serve western people at those sites. 

The libraries operate in a highly-integrated network mode 

with extensive sharing of resources, a mix of centralized

and decentralized services, and common systems, standards

and goals. 

Since 1958 the libraries have been utilizing computers to

make information handling more ef fective (1), and since

1968, with the, implementation of the BELLREL circulation 

-system <2) , on-line systems have been prominent. BELLII'P, 

an interactive system which controls  book acquisition and 

cataloging, has been operational since January 1, 1972, but 

has not previously been detailed in the literature:. It 

operates currently on a book collection of 56,000 'titles 

(160,000 copies) and handles some 16,000 book orders an 

nually. 



SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

BEtLTIP is a library processing system  concerned with .the 

acquisition, cataloging and financial accounting Of books  
(see. fig. 1). Information is keyed on-line to a

Honeywell-6000 computer through interactive  terminals to 

maintain an In Process File' (IPF) of all "active"  titles, 

'including order information on each copy from the time of, 

initial entry until after the 'copy is sent to the library, 

and cataloged, information for new titles and changes ito old 

titles. The IPF hands off new and 'altered, .information to 

the BELLREL circulation system, to an accounting history 

file, and to a master file of cataloged data. 

The terminals," in addition to their work for* data entry and 

for a variety of on-line queries, are used as printers for

those products where timeliness is essential to the 'proper 

flow of processing. output accumulates as a result of 

system processing of data input and ia printed at the .ter-

mirtals whenever convenient throughout the day. Such output  
includes all orders, cancellations, claims and other similar 

 
requests to suppliers, printed on a continuous form sorted 

 
in supplier order receiving reports which give the disposi-

 
tion of all copies received ("send to preparations", "send 

 

to cataloging ", etc.); cataloger's korksheetd for the -first* 

copy of each new title which summarize all existing input 

and are used as coding sheets for additional cataloqer in-
 



put; invoice reports which give, a record of accounting data 

'"entered for each copy, cited on.an invoice; and proof sheets 

summarizing the complete current updated record as known to

the system following each cataloger's change, or'initial en^-
 

-try. On-line queries display records, give up-to-the-minute 

accounting reports, monitor vendor performance, and monitor' 

the utilization of file space. 

In the batch world, products include book pocket and spine 

labels, library bulletin copy, 'vendor performance analyses, 

printed book catalogs, numerous statistical and' management' 

reports, .and a weekly In Process  List (IPL) distributed to 

all libraries which itemizes all copies in 
 

the various 

stages of. acquisition/cataloging.

THE DISPLACED SiYSTEM 

Acquisitions, processing and cataloging have been cen 

tralized for many years in the Library Technical Processes 

(LTP) group at  Holmdel, N.J.. Prior to BELLTIP, five-part 

order forms were typed for each'item selected by a local 

library; one copy was retained by the,libcary for its out 

standing order file and the balance sent, to LTP. two copies 

were retained, by WP for its order and, when appropriate, 

received files, and two were sent to the supplier, one to be 

used as a status report form or to be returned .-with the 

book. In.all, a half dozen*manual files were maintained to 

support the ordering/cataloging functions. 



The system Had many deficiencies. In general terms 'these' 

     were felt as a lack of control over individual orders (they 

had" a tendency to get "lost in the system")* excessive time 

delays between order* and receipt at, the local library, and 

excessive clerical time, at various 'Stages. More 

specifically,, the deficiencies included,: 

1. Tedious and time-consuming form processing. The in-

dividual order forms were first typed on by "the local 

library, then typed on by LTP to enter supplier and 

control number information, then 'typed  on again by LTP 

at time of .receipt, etc. 

.2. Inconvenient order status queries. To follow up on the 

progress of an order the local library had to call LTP 

to look it up in the" order file to see it it had Been 

annotated wi,th a supplier report or to see if it was in 

the recently received file, or cancelled, etc. 

 
3. Ditticult claiming. The only way to systematically 

claim orders was to periodically review the entire 

order file of 4000+ forms for those that were overdue. 
 

4. Re-keying of information for different uses. Cataloging 

a title preserved none of the keystroking of ordering  
the title. Updating the circulation system (B£1LREI.) 

required manually keypunching cards for title and 

holdings information at time of initial entry and for 

all subsequent changes. 



Uncoordinated network- selection policy* Since in- 

 dividual libraries were not aware of the outstanding 

orders  of other libraries, they could not  readily 

coordinate selection. .Inadvertent duplication ..of 

copies in their, own library wa$ not uncommon. 

6. costly or unavailable union card catalogs* The union

card- catalog containing some 20(3,000 cards.was main-

tained in only6 locations, The other libraries had a 

local card  catalog and, from BELLREL, a one-line-per-

.title line-printer listing of titles in the network.

.It was not economically feasible to maintain a union
 

card catalog for the smaller libraries, and even for
 

the' large libraries, updates to the catalog sig- 

nificantly lagged local receipt of new titles. 

NEW SYSTEM OBJECTIVES 

 

The'deficiencies just listed suggest some of the charac-

terietics defined for the new system. The principal goals 
 

'•and gains projected for the new system were:
 

1. Faster processing of all book orders, i.e. complete 

clearing ,'of all^ orders' by LTP within i<* hour* of 

receipt, including.the activities of file.loox-up, xiata 

verification, data creation, elimination of uninten-

tional duplicates, selection of supplier, preparation 

of order forms, etc. 



 2. .'More"..complete/ current'and"readily accessible' informa-

'.it-ion for decision-making .and control of all processes,

.including the capability of> identifying accurately and

promptly any book or set of books owned,'on. order, 

Claimed,- cancelled, in process, etc.  

3. ."Bliminatipn of virtually all manual files, 

improved communications with .requesting. libraries and  

individuals, both on a reguiatly scheduled and demand
 

basis. 

5. Automatic alerting to situa-tions requiring prompt ac 

tion, e.g* claims, cancellations, overexpenditures, 

etc. 

 
6. Automation of ail routine processes-which could benefit 

therefrom, e.g. preparation of claim notices, in- 

process reports, cataloging worksheets, statistics, ac 

counting, announcement bulletin preparation, BLLLREL 

tile updates, etc.  

7. deduction to the lowest practical level of all record 

transcriptions 'and repetitive operations, thereby 

cutting error rates and the total, cost/effort required 
 

to get books into the library And into use.' 

8. Development of a master data base which would support 

all immediate -services and products, including, a. 



          printed book catalog, and also be hospitable to .likelf 
extensions* ,'rsucb aa..new user services, e.g. SDI for
monographsy on-line searches, etc\"'. 

9. provision of management intormation sufficiently rich 

an4' reliable to. aid. in further improvement Of .the 
aysteni and allowing significant monitoring and .feedback 

so .-as'• to fine-tune the system in terms of responsive- 

ness and efficiency, thereby improving service at less cost.

 
10. in summary, improveraent. of the total response of the 

library to the user. 

FILE CONVERSION 
 

The goals just listed were agreed upon in 1970 and active' 

.development of the BELLTIP (Bell Labs; Libraries Technical 

Information -Processing)* system proceeded immediately. 

Programming (u$ing primarily FORTRAN in both time-sharing 

and batch environments on the Honeywell) progressed so that 

new acquistions were ordered, received and cataloged under 

the new system on schedule, beginning January  1, 1972.
 

Meanwhile,.' .a massive conversion: effort was required to con 

vert the existing card'catalog to machine readable form so 
 

as ..to merge the retrospective data base with ,t:he newly ac> 

 ,cumulating data base in machine-readable form. This,, basic 

conver'sion effort, begun in '1971, culminated during the 

 



summer of 1972and, after extensive pr oof ing, editing and. 

validation, led 'to the production of the;, first annual

printed book "catalog in the-spring, of .1973.  

Before anyconversion could begini ^aJll cataloging data ele-

      ments had to be defined arid designated, the MARC •codes,; an 

obvious choice, were carefully reviewed. A.  decision was 

'i'made 'to simplify the codes.for internal use; any incoming'. 

MARC records, could be.easily converted to. the ^simplified 

scrhemel All uniquely defined'data eiemenjts were assigned a 

one', or two•• .chardoter desighator to a  great extent 

mneraonically chosen, and -terminated ,ipy the rreverse slash 

Character, 'a character which would'not naturally occur in 

.the text and would not be used for any other purpose. ^The. 

complete set of designators (i.e/ data, elements) chosen, in-' 

cludirig many not needed for the title conversion process,, is 

shown as fig. 2. Note that the second character of a double 

-designator is generally- .numeric*' denoting a member of a 

class^of elements. Thus, whereas the Standard .Book Number 

is defined .by the single designator s, authors, of'which 

.there may be more than one, are  defined by. double 'desig-

nators a1,  ;a2, etc. 

 
'Editing of the shelflist cards for the keyboarding .operation 

followed. This first required photocopying the cards on 

'worksheet forms. The shelf list at the beginning of conver- 

sion, in January 1971, was frozen; hew titles coming  into 



  LTP during conversion in 1971 (i.e« prior to on-line '.entry.-
 through BELLTIP beginning, the following January)' were main-

tained:vin a supplementary; file converted after completion of 
 

the originai' iiJLd. Even after January .1 972 catalog cards 

had to  be produced for the public? catalogs until 
 

the' printed
 

bbpk.catalog- became a :reality.  

Catalogers -processed the worksheets, in sequence,' .supplying 

-data codes and edit fields. .Conversion gave an opportunity, 

'to some extent, to correct inconsistent -•practices of the 

past. (After conversion a major benefit of BELLTIP has been 

the relative ease with which additional cataloging practices 

may be. altered through 'systematic identification and 

specific or global change of fields of interest.)

Ke^ boar ding was done by an external contractor, using an on-

line video-terminal data entry and edit system. i;he con-

tractor was required to. produce listings of the keyed input 

and provide basic validation of record characteristics as 

weii as diagnostics on missing or illegal fields. Zn par

ticular,: data entry .personnel were instructed to flag with a 

special,, character all fields 'which they had trouble reading' 
or- thougnt roight.be in. error, proofing was then done at 

IBell Labs. If corrections were necessary they were in

dicated on the contractor' 8 listing .which was returned for 
.re-eritry.  

https://roight.be


 

When all titles and changes were entered, .the final cumula 

tive tape .was reprocessed from the contractor's character
 

set. (EBCDIC) and record format to the Bell Labs record for-

 mat (in ASCII)* The reprocessed tape was'.merged with files 

of data accumulated through B&LLT1P after the conversion 

cut-off date to become the first complete "master file" of 

'cataloged data. this tape was subjected to additional 

validation programs which complained about missing required 

fields, inappropriate combinations of fields, and illegal

.syntax .for fields present. 'A number of programs were writ--
 
ten to "help the "clean-up" process.

BELLTIP FILES
 

From the' user's viewpoint there are two basic files in BELL* 

TIP. First, the In process File (IFF) is an on-line ran-
 

domly accessed file of all current acquisitions and recent 
 

catalogers' changes. Secondly, the Master File is an off-

 line sequential file on tape and/or demountable disk of all 

cataloged titles; it is accessed randomly tor some applica-

tions when convenient.  There is considerable 
 

similarity in 

the record structure of the.two files; each has variable-

length records consisting of variable length fields preceded 

by a record key, a bit inventory of  fields present, and a 

string of pointers to locations within the record' for the
 

start of each field present. Other files are. needed to sup- 

port •these two primary files.  



'All files of book records are ordered on a,six-digit acces 

sion* number as key. For cataloged titles, this number (also 

called a one-number because of its lead digit) is in tae 

range 100001- 199999 and is the Same as that in'" use for BELL-

.REL since 1968. BELLTIP automatically assigns accession 

numbers to newly cataloged titles'(numbers tor titles purged 
 

are subject to re-assignment atter two years) and hands-off

this information to BELLREL. For new titles on order, a-

"temporary" accession  number (in the range 300001-399999 and

called a three-number) is automatically assigned by the 
 

system. The use of two series of numbers allows the rela 

tive .volatility of acquisition activity (due to cancella 

tions and consolidation of duplicate orders) to have no im 

pact on the more stable world of cataloged titles (and the 

circulation tiles). When the first copy of, a. new title is 

received and  cataloged, it' and all related copies (with 

3-numbeis) are given a single permanent 1'•number and appropriate

cross-references are generated for the 2PF. The 
 

Master File, since it contains only cataloged 'titles, sees 

only the 1-number series of accession numbers. When up-
 

•dating files, all accession, numbers (1- or«3-J taust be ac-

companied by a single  alpha check* Character which is a 

characteristic of the number easily checked by the system 

but not discernable to the user. (the check character is 

obtained by relating one of 23 letters of the alphabet to 



each remainder plus one, modulo 23, of the accession 

number.) This •minimises erroneous updates due to inaccurate 

 keying Of the accession number. Naturally  all printouts of 

accession numbers by the system include this check character 

since it is needed for input. 

 
•Since records occur in the IPF in arbitrary order, access is 

made through' another filet called the directory which is an 

index of pointers maintained in accession number order* The 

pointers are comprised of 
 

three computer words as follows: 
 

ttord .1 — bits 1-20, rec'ord key (accession number in integer) 
 

bits 21-27, check character 

fcits 28-30, entrjf type 

bits 31-36, sub-number 
 

word  2--bits 1-4, status code 

.kits 5-2U, various flags depending, on type 

bits 25-'36, date of last status change 
 

word 3'— bits 1-22, beginning word on IFF 

bits 23-28, flags depending on type 

bits 29-36, length of record on IP? 

Hence word J. of the directory pointer locates a record on 

the IFF for the key. given in word 1. word 2 allows selec-

tion of records on the basis of status cedes- and other

status-related' flags. <A given title may have multiple en-

 



tries in the ipp and, correspondingly, the directory* There 

are seven types of 'entry in toe directory, 
 

five of which 

point to records in the n>F. Type-2 records (identified oy 

bits 28-30 of word one) are concerned with "title* charac 

teristics (title, author* publisher, etc.) assignable at 

order time. Type-u records are for "supplementary" fields 

(added authors, added titles, subjects, etc.) assignable 

only .by catalogers. Type-3 and Type-5 records ire updates 

of type-2 and type-4 material, respectively, in the case- 

that the original cataloging has already been handed off 
 

to 

the Master File*. since there may be multiple updates 

between hand of £3, time sequence of changes is preserved

usino a sub-number, in bits 31-36 of word 
A 

one. Type-7  

records are concerned with' "copy" information (vendor, 

'price, library, co^y-number, order date, receipt date, 

etc,}. Each copy has its own record, distinguished by a 

unique sub-number. Type-1 records in the directory are 

cross-refertmces, where word 3 instead of pointing to the 

I{Fgives a surviving accession number to be found elsewhere 

in the directory in lieu of tne obsolesced number in word 1 

of the cross-reference. Type-0 records include pointers to 

invoicing information in the IPF. .when copies are invoiced, 

the copy record (type 1) includes reference to a system as 

signed invoice trace number (in the range 10000-99999) 

which, through use as a pseudo-accession number in the 
 

directory, points to additional invoicing information. In-



voice trace entries are handed off to the Accounting History 

File, 
 

In addition to pointers to the IPF,'the directory maintains 

some subfiles within its-elf. These files have three-word 

type-0 records (thereby resembling pointers) and pseudo- 
access numbers smaller than 10000. They include accounting 

information (three words consisting of key, 'cumulative -en- 

cumbrance, and cumulative expenditure) for each library and 

.each regular supplier. 

The directory is written in 320-word blocks, the first of 

which serves as an index to the rest of the directory, each 

word giving the first key of successive,blocks in the direc 

tory. 

 

The in Process file is a random file of' variable-length  

records. When a record is updated, if the new record is 

larger, the old slot in the file is abandoned -and; the up 

dated record is placed at the end of the file. 

Periodically, a "garbage collection" routine repacks the 

file to recover abandoned space. The directory is also 

rewritten at "the same time since new pointers oust be con 

structed. 

•An IPF record is constructed as follows: Word 1. is the same 

as word 1 in the directory ; this is a redundancy check to 



make surethe directory is pointing to the right record. 

The next one or twQ worlds (depending on type) are a bit in 

ventory where each bit, in fixed position, refers to a legal 

field of  information (corresponding  to one of the desig 

nators in  fig. 2). Since the machine  uses 36 b'it words, 

each  word of bit inventory controls up to 36 fields; if the 

•bit is "on", the field is present, otherwise not. The next 

several words are •starts" (packed 3' to a word, 12 bits 

each corresponding, in fixed position, to each bit in the 

bit inventory'. since some designators never have content,. 

(i.e. they are flags) the corresponding bits are located* at

the end of the bit inventory without corresponding starts. 
 

Non-zerostarts (corresponding to non-flag bit inventory 

bits which- are "on") point to a character count which is 

 followed by that many characters of content. fig. 3 il-

lustrates a sample IFF record.

Aa input is processed and entered on the1PF, certain output 

reports "become available for printing at the terminal. This 

printable ASCII output is saved on one of two "print * files 
 until requested by.a terminal. Two files are used'so that 

at the beginning of a new processing run, leftover output 

way be repacked and consolidated on the alternate file 

before new output is.accumulated with it.

 



 

Control File
 

A 64 word control file atores various parameters of  interest

 to the system, including a pointer to the  next available

1- number* the next, available 3- number, the next available

word on the IFF, the number of entries in the directory, the 

name of the Current print file, the beginning and end words 

of various types of printable output available on the cur- 

rent print file, 'etc. 
 

AS processing of input takes place, the Iff and directory  

'get updated. Adequate information is saved during the.up-

date process to allow reconstruction of the original IFF and. 

directory in .the case of abnormal  termination of processing. 

In many cases jobs are re- run automatically without the user 

being aware that difficulty was encountered. 

 
Periodically,.newly cataloged records, cataloging changes, 

and holdings changes are handed off to the Master Tile which 

at present normally resides on tape* 

Since the Master File records are of variable  length and 

written sequentially, they are written as two logical 

records. The first, of two words, gives key, date of crea 

tion, date of latest update, and  number of words in the

 



second logical record. The second  gives bit inventory, 

starts, holdings, and content similar (except for holdings) 

to the IFF record in fig. 3. The three words of, holdings in 

each record allow for 27 libraries packed, in fixed posi- 

tion, at four bits per library Unlike the tPF/ there is 

only one type of Master File record, namely completed 

cataloged records. Since copy information does not go into 

the file, only the cataloging subset of the designators in 
 

fig. 2 are relevant,  

For many reports, including formation of sorted files, for 

the printed book catalog, it is desirable to access the 

master file randomly.  This is done by loading the file onto 

disk, i'n 1280-word segments and at the same time creating a-

file of pointers locating the start or each entry within a 

segment 'and pairing it wit!) all "desired keys. These keys, 

.e.g. call number, title, 
 

etc.) may then be ..sorted (with the 

pointer as a passive element)  and records retrieved from the 

disk master file in sorted key order.

COMPOTES ENVI RONMENT

 
BELLTXP programs are resident with the Honeywell 6000' com 

puter at Bell Labs' Murray Hill, JN.J. location and accessed 

through its Time-Sharing System (TSS). BELLTIP users are 

thus part ot a large community of TSS users and a small com-
 

munity of BELLTXP users. AS part of the larger community 



they benefit from a reliable, easy-to-use time-sharing en-
 

yironment, (on a general-purpose computer) and a  number of

system utilities including a powerful text editor. This al-

lows for easy data entry and correction .with string or J.ine-

replacement, deletion or insertion in the edit mode. All 

terminals and all system printers operate normally in 
 

upper/lower case using the full ASCII character, set. COM 

and photoooinposed output are also available' if desired. 

At present BELLTIP uses three.Terminet (G.E.) 300 terminals 

at 30 dps for data input/output. 'These terminals provide 

 relatively quiet, high-quality impact printing and are 

capable of handling sprocket-fed multipart forms. in addi-

tion. any ASCII terminal at any Bell Labs Library Network 

location can access the time-sharing system to query BELLTIP 

.files,  and several terminal models are used, while all data 

at the Technical Processes unit can be entered on-line, the 

terminals also support a magnetic tape .cartridge unit for 

off-line entry. A rewound cartridge may be read into the 
 

system.at a relatively fast, rate under machine control, 

thereby saving on connect time; however, connect time  
charges are bow significantly less than they once were, so 

the trade-off between cartridge unit rental and connect time 

charges for on-line entry is about even. 

 

https://system.at


PROCESSING FLOW. 

BELLTIP input data is destined foe one of four functions: 

order, -receipt, invoice or catalog. In general, the goal is 

to enter the 'data using general-purpose time-sharing

routines and editing facilities, and then save it in a file 

the name of which is the sane as the function to which it"

'applies (e.g. "order") . When a .file,is edited and .ready for 

processing, it is submitted; to a BELLTIP routine (on-line, 

interactive) called ENTER which checks it for various syn-

tactic requirements and if satisfactory puts it in a queue 

for processing.. If. ENTER finds syntax errors, the file must 

be corrected and re submitted. When; program PROCESS (batch)

ift invoked, it processes all  accumulated input queued by 
 

ENTER. PROCESS may be run at any tine and is generally ex 

ecuted about -3-10 times, per day to keep the flow of work 

moving. (Although a "batch"' program, PROCESS is executed 

remotely from the terminals and takes about one minute to 

complete.) Program PRINT (interactive) allows all ac-
 

cumulated output prepared by PROCESS to be printed at the 

terminals. A short dialogue selects the output desired, al-
 

lows for form alignment; and initiates printing. A response 

by the operator at the conclusion of 
 

printing is required to 

confirm successful printing (no paper jams, etc.) and to 

scratch the corresponding area of the print file* Program-

 



PRINT also prints .all error or warning diagnostics prepared

by PROCESS. More than a score of possible diagnostics-alert 
 

the" operator's to "problem" situations, e.g., duplicate copy 

orders discovered by the system, attempting to cancel an 

item already cancelled; or to, invoice an item not received, 

etc. Such diagnostics are not detectable on the basis of 
syntax by ENTER.

Each PROCESS run accumulates updates on a separate file for
 

the 8ELLREL circulation files, and for the/preparation of 
pocket and spine labels. Once a week this data is '"handed 

off",, 'and the BEU.REL publication file is updated which in 

turn produces ".maintenance* (pocket labels, punched charge 
.cards) needed for circulation. Paper tape•is punched which 

drives a modified IBM S electric typewriter to automatically 
 

print spine labels ori SE-LIN ..stock using- .a specially-
 

designed labeler. Labels and circulation file updates 'are 
 

done at time of order lor added copies, and at time of 

cataloging for copies of newly cataloged titles. ,In this 

way the circulation system knows about copies on order' (a 

fac't particularly important to the .'libraries in responding 

to the weekly '"Titles In Demand report from BELLREL)  

further; received added copies may fee sent to the libraries 

immediately since maintenance (labels, 'etc.) has been 

prepared in advance. 



•At least once a month, information is handed off from the IFF 

to the Master File so that the monthly printed book catalog 

cumulative supplement may be prepared. .At 
 

this' time .a-

number* of o,ther- reports are prepared from the Master File. 
 

All fields, of information to be processed by BELLTIP must.  

begin with a one or two  character  field designator and -end 

.with, a reverse .8 lash.; All ^functions, except the invoice 

.function must begin with the b designator to specif y .the "ac-
 

cession number of the item involved. If a previously en-

teted title or Copy is being referenced, the b* designator is

followed by "the six. digit 1- .or 3-number plus check 

character and (for .copies) subnumber ofj the referenced item. 

Most order function activity is for -the purpose of preparing 

brder forms to be sent to a supplier. Prom. relatively free 

form and sometimes abbreviated input (generally received on 

a Library .Order Request form—fig. U— from a .library) the 

order assistant enters data (sample snown in fig. 5) "and the 

system,, prepares orders' etc: on preprinted forms as il- 

lustrated in fig. 6. the same form is .used for' multiple 

purpose's, .as' distinguished by the variety of possible system 

assigned headings: "Purchase Order", ^Requisition' "Claim. 

on Open Order", "Standing purchase Order*, "Confirming 

Telephone Order", "Cancellation" and "Request for Invoice". 

•Please Rush" may be .a'dded if appropriate.  



with order input, a sinqfle 'set of "title" characteristic 

.designators Will be fol'iowed bV; multiply sets ,of copy desig 

nators if multiple.copies are being ordered. Copy charac 

teristics- which :are the same for all copies need not be

.repeated. *rhe I.D. .numbers,of any .requesters may  be cited 

 and these  will automatically be queued in the fcirculation 

system. Also, a variety of flags etc. may be invoked, such

•as to .inhibit listing of the title "in an. announcement bul- 

'letinV prevent claiming before a certain date,,, 'etc',•.  :when. 

copies  already on"""Order are reported, as  cancelled ;or 

.delayed,  the reason reason for cancellation or delay is entered ahd 

will.show on the In Process List.- 

 

The invoice function is used for-normal receiving of books.

Jts normal use implies that both books and invoice have been 

received, in the' exceptional case that the, books precede 

the invoice*; they may' be received using the receipt f unc- 

"tiort ;. later they must 'be invoiced" using ^the invoice f vine- 

tion. Overdue invoices are listed OA a', weekly list (part of 

the production of the IPlJ and\ may be claimed either 

 automatically; or specifically* whenever an, item is entered 

as received!, up to three output products result.. First, a 

 receiving report ^f ig,' 7) .gives the disposition, of each item 
 

received, routing.it on the basis of whether it is a new 

title or an added copy, whether or not it is the first .copy  

https://routing.it
https://canceila)ty)n.9r


received, and on the basis; .of other information supplied, 

e.g,.,. to bypass cataloging or: preparations. The receiving 

..report also has annotations* such as RUSH (if so •deeignated. 

at time of order or later) and PUSH (art 'automatic system 

decision that excessive time has lapsed since placement of 

thie order),. A second report is the invoice report (fig. 8)»' 

.'4 written-f'ecord bit af data recor<ied •'for- -each, /invoice. 

Finally, 'a   cataloger's works hee't (fig. .9) is produced.for 

the first Copy received of each .new title* This worksheet

shows; 'all information already in the system on tfte basis off 

order" activity,,, and is. used by the catiloger" .to alter'and: 

    add information for cataloging function input; 

The cataloger may add to, revise, or  delete any of the title 

•characteristics'suppiieid at time of order (a, c,. il/ e,, p,"g/" 

s, t, or u designators). The cataloger .must 'ailso. assign: a'; 

.main entry ,(m1--author» iti2;—cohferehce,' or^ m3r"title)^ a 

call number {f}, an abbreviated author-title statement for 

use-in B6LLREI and on some .reports (z8).,;.and either, .at.least, 

".one subject,'(wf) 'pr a positive indication that no*, subjects

are being assigned ,(wt\).- If the-main eihtr/ is .».!,' there,- 

must be at, least one author (al); ;it'm2 there -must be a. con- 

ference entry ;.(c).,;' and-if'ro> a' title Jt).." Any' added- or sur- 

yiving ISBH <si field must ie i legal ISBN as cited in the,.. 

book,' as both the q (LC card number) and s <ieida  are  



checked for correct syntax by our progra»4 when used by the 
 

'catalogers, (soaetimes tbe order clerk oaes the s field for

non-ISBN purposes in the case of orders for reports;, also,

books have been known to cite illegal ISBN numbers as

detected by our pregrams.) If, on rare occasion,' a cataloger 

wishes to intentionally omit a required field, the desig- 

nator must still be included, but with .null content,, e.g. d\ 

for "date otoitted". PROCESS will report diagnostics from 

failure to adhere to these rules. (In the case of updates 
 

to previously cataloged titles, validation is also   done on

the updated Master Pile record at tine of integration into 
 

the Master File.) 

At the tine of original cataloging, or later, the* cataloger 

•ay give additional subjects (w2-w9) , added author entries 
 

(xl-x?), added conference entries (y1-y9), added titles* 
 

(*1-t7), notes (nl-nB) foreign language code Usinq MAPC ab» 

breviations (fl) oedia code (f9) flags (f2-fS) and other 
 

fields, some of which are described elsewhere.

Any title given (t field)'will always appear as an entry in 

the printed book catalog (PBC), sorted alphabetically. If 
 

the title begins with digits, oc if for any reason the title 

would .not naturally sort as desired, a sort key must be 
 

given to determine it» proper position in the author-title 

section of the PBC. If a sort key field is given, the title 
 

ehtry of the book will sort as if filed under the sort key,

but print according to the title- field. 

 



Multi-volume oets may be defined as two or more related but 

bibliographically distinct volumes 
 

sharing 'the sane call 

number. since* BELL TIP must be able to sequence every volume 

properly in the classed catalog or any report arranged by 

class number, volumes with the sane call number are dif 

ferentiated by being assigned unique sequence (*) fields in 

numerically ascending order. Sequence numbers are also use- 

tul in sorting entries in the author-title and subject 

•catalogs into a preferred order. Commonly* sequence field* 

are initially assigned in the sequence +004, +008, +012,
 

etc. so as to allow for additional intermediate volumes. 

Only books not part of a set' (and hence with a* unique call 

number) are allowed ,to have .sequence DOO 'or sequence 

omitted. In addition to unique sequence numbers, volumes of 

a set should have, for identification in BELLREL. and certain 

reports, unique z9 fields. These •variable data" fields, 

like the abbreviated author-title <z8) statement, are fixed 

length title identifiers which do not print in the public 

PBC where full titles are given, but are useful in line-
 

printer produced reports where field length is a considera 

tion. x9 fields generally give volume identification in 

order to distinguish among volumes which have the same (sd) 

author-title statement. 
 

Volumes of a set may, of course, be cataloged individually. 

 That is, each may appear with its own description in the 

PBC. However, in many cases it is preferable to combine 



volumes for a single PBC entry, similar to the "open en-
 

tries" of card catalogs. In this case the lowest volume, of 

a set (or subset) must be defined as the "base" volume of 

the set or subset, and the others become "subordinates". 

Only the base volume-appears in the PBC. It must contain a 

multi-volume note (n9) which acknowledges each of the 

subordinates -it relates- to. while subordinate entries do 

not individually appear in the PBC, they are important and 

distinct for the purposes of BELLREi and 'the identification 

of holdinqs for inventory and circulation purposes.  

For eachbatch of cataloging input, PROCESS prepares proof- 

sheets (fig. 10) giving the complete updated record as then 

known to the IPF. 
 

Once an item is successfully cataloged and handed off to the 

Master File, fields are generally corrected or updated by 

entire tield replacement. However; since some fields are* 

very long and complex (in particular, the n9 field must be 
 

frequently updated), it has been made possible to alter 

•handed-off" fields without total replacement. There are 

three edit functions paralleling in concept three* Time* 

Sharing System edit commands. These include replacement, 

deletion, or insertion of selected portion* of a field. 

Each function requires an unambiguous and exact specitica-

tion of an existing.string to be replaced, deleted, or after 

which an insertion is to be made. The three commands have  
the following syntax: 



1. string replacements Dr~a1~s2\  

2. string deletion: Dd"s1\ 
3. string insertion: Di"st"s2\   

Here 0 stands for the designator ot the field to be edited, 

si stands for a. string of characters in the existing field,

and s2 stands for a string of characters to replace, or in

sert after, those defined by si. 

 

Ml users of BELLTIP are necessarily interested in the cur* 

rent status of titles and copies. The order and receiving 
assistants are primarily interested-in the. active copies in 

the In Process File (IPF) , and for this purpose the In 
Process List (IPL), a weekly listing of the IPF, is usually 

adequate. It more recent, or sligntly More complete, infor-
» 

nation is required an on-line query (command "run 1", 
l«look) displays IPF fecords at the terminal; the command 

uses the accession number as key. 

Catalogers and their assistants are interested not only in 

current 
 

copy and recent cataloging information (IPF) but 

also in earlier cataloging and holdings information (Master 
File). it complete line-printer dump of the Master rile in
call number order-(two columns, upper-lower case) is ob 
tained about twice a year with cumulative updates fre 
quently. Any more recent changes can still be displayed on-



line. Of course the public photocomposed printed book  

catalog also gives cataloging information, but omits certain 

non-printing fields and obscures some spacing and punctua

tion. 
 

Everyone is interested 'in the current holdings of a title* 

and in addition to being displayed, in the cataloger's master 

file dump just Mentioned, this is given in a monthly public 

holdings list report. More recent changes are displayed on-

line through either BELLTIP or BELLREL terminals, or in the

I PL. 

Finally, management is provided with a number of accounting

and statistical reports through both additional on-line and 

batch procedures. 

IB £!2££5fl Llfii 
 

In addition to toe main network comprehensive 1PL, EtLLTIP 

produces a nuober of specialized listings, all issued weekly 

in the same basic format shown' in fig. 11. Technical 

Processes gets individual cumulative listings of items 

overdue in various statuses, such as in cataloging, in 

preparations, on order, awaiting invoice, etc* They also 

get a non-cumulative list of all items sent 'to the libraries

since the previous I PL. The individual libraries get unit 
 

I PL's (referencing only their books) of all items in process 
 

(cumulative), and, separately, all items cancelled and all 
 

items sent since the previous listing (both non-cumulative). 



The I PL listing is largely self-explanatory, but a few com 

ments are In order, statuses (column "S") include R (re- 

quisition written) , O (order written)* F (claim written), x 

(cancelled), 0 (received and sent uncataloged) , C (in 

cataloging) , P (in preparations), S (sent). and I (awaiting 

invoice, but received and sent) . These codes may be 
 

preceded by a code (* or ft) indicating aging relative to 

order date, and followed by a variety of single character 

codes. An asterisk after the status code implies the item 

has  been in the current status of an excessive amount of time

(e.g. C* indicates more than 4 weeks in cataloging. F* more 

than 4 weeks  on current claim, etc.) Other codes give  

reasons for delay (e.g. 9- -not yet published) or for cancel

lation (e.g. 7— out of print, C— no response to claim) . 

There are currently 15 distinctive reasons for delay or can

cellation. 

Dates on the IPL (O.D. --order date, S.D.-^date ot latest 

status change, and' A.D.--alert date before which claim 

should not be made) are given in Julian form. Hence 51 64 
 

refers to day 18« of 1975. 

Column "T" (order type) includes A (reorder), 0 (dp not list 

in announcement bulletins), Q (gift), R (rush)* 3 (standing 

order), 'and U (not-to-be cataloged). Multiple codes may oc

cur. 

 



Fig. 12 illustrates the kind of record information which may 

be displayed on-line, namely, all information on a title and 

its copies which is in the IFF, 

Holdings List

Individuallibrary Holdings of a title are always of interest

for inventory and accountability purposes. The

holdings list (fig. 13gives precise holdings as known to BELLTIP

andis. produced in public form each month.
 

On-Line Accounting Queries

Information on library or vendor budgets, eexpenditures and

encumbrances is obtained .with an on-line query (command "run

q», q«query). The program also provides the name, address
 

and purchase order number(s) for each regular vendor. Some

of the output reports have been formatted for use' directly

as cost-of-work reports. For the occasional user, the
 

program is self-instructional., as shown in fig. 14. A pas-

sword protected program is also available tor the use of 

supervision to alter budgets and other accounting informa-
 

tion.  

Accounting information for all received copies is trans- 
 

ferred to a cumulative Accounting History File* This file 

 



is Used  to. report various measures of. vendor performance 

which, baa proven to be quite helpful. Fig. 15 illustrates 

the kind of information available in a monthly report. A 

somewhat abbreviated report is. also available on-line. 

 

Titles Held by Class Number Report

One example ot the statistical reports available is il 

lustrated in fig. 16* where the number of title's held at 

each location' in each classification area is given.. Broader 
class divisionsare also displayed as summaries of this

report. Another report focuses on the  number of titles ac 

quired, and the number of dollars spent for each class area 

during  the current year* and allows comparison with a selec- 
 

tion "profile, level* established for each library for each 

class area indicative of the depth of the collection 

desired. These listings help the libraries to .coordinate 

their selection activity so that. each library emphasizes 

certain areas ot local concern which also serve the network 

as a whole. 

A most important product of BELLTIP is the printed book 

catalog which now runs to 10 annual volumes and a monthly

cumulative supplement.' The catalog is divided into three 

sections—subject, author-title, 
 

and classed. There are 

.about 250,000 entries in the, book catalog which is photocom-



posed. by an outside contractor from exploded and 'sorted maq- 

netic  tapes prepared by BELLIIP. The considerations in the 

design of this catalog were extensive and will be reported 
 

elsewhere as a separate topic (3). Also, the catalog re 

quires the support of author-title and subject heading

authority files which generate cross-references* give, notes, 

and validate headings used. The' maintenance of the 

authority lists has. been extensively automated as recently 

reported elsewhere («) 

& sample page from the subject catalog is shown in fig. 17. 

 
SUMMARY

After four years of successful service to the Bell Labs 

Library Network, BELL TIP continue* to evolve. It has met 

all its objectives— providing more effective control over 
 

acquisitions and suppliers, shortening order cycles, 

reducing labor, keeping processing costs down, supplying 

much-needed management information, and using resources more 
 

effectively. 

 
Two new developments are now underway. First, the Master 

File of cataloged data was originally, designed as of f-^ine 

because -of disk storage costs. With a dramatic lowering in 

costs during the past few years, all or part of the Master 

Pile will go on-line allowing terminal search of the entire, 

or almost entire, cataloging base. This has significant im-



pact for both users and staff* Secondly, development is

proceeding on a serials control system, patterned in many 

respects after BELLTIP, to meld with the existing .computer- 

aided serials catalog and circulation systems. 
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Fig. 1—Overview of BELLTIP,  

Fig. 2-rDesignator8 used in BELLTIP. Junctions are: 
ot order; i, invoice;. c» cataloging; e, editing 
..input (all functions).,  

Fig, 3—IFF record structure^ Cata is stored at four 
characters- per 36 bit computer word. In this 
example the record begins with eight fixed words 
of   packed information followed' by a variable 
number of words of data. The example assumes up 
to 18 'distinct fields may have content, and that 
three—namely positions 3» :4 and 6 in .the 
inventory—actually do* The corresponding' 

'starts point to a field length character count followed by the data.

Fig. 4--Library Order Request. This form- is 'sub- 
 mitted by a library tor each new .order and used 
as Source, document for input- at the terminal. 
Request shown is for a copy of title listed on  
the In Process List (Fig. .1,1) 

 

Fig. 5—Sample Order Function Input. Using Honeyweil 
$000 timesharing* data ia put into a .permanent 
file. .Error correction .using the text editor is 
.also shown*  

Fig. 6—Ordera, claims,^ etc. These are printed on a 
common continuous form at an interactive ter* 
minal in supplier order. 

Fig* 7—Receiving Report. .Report specifies action on 
each item received. RUSH means RUSH order/ PUSH 
identifies item excessively delayed.-  

Fig. 8—Invoice Report.' A written record of data 
recorded'for each invoice. 

.Fig. 9--Cataloger's Worksheet. Each^ copy -received 
and "sent to cataloging" (fig. 7) gets a wor 
ksheet showing order, information which a 
cataloger updates. .Only altered or added infor-. 
mation need be input as a cataloging function.  

Fig. 10—Cataloger' s Proofsheet. Produced after, 
cataloging ia input. Reissued each time 
cataloger* makes a change. 

Fig. 11—In 'Process List, Weekly report of all items 
in process for Network, Each library also 

 



receives-certain subsets individualizedi f br its owv unit.  

 Fig. 12--On-line Display of Specified ?Rec~ord.-•< "Run 
1*^ (»look) gives current disk record of title 
and copies in process.

     Fig.--13--Holdings List.  

Fig. .lW-On-line Accounting Report; "Ruh q" (=query)
gives current accounting for- one or morelibraries or suppliers, 

,Fig,;"' 15r-Vendor 'Performance-Analysis,; 

,Fig»-. 16^-tities Held, Summarizes' number,'  of    titles
held by each library by Dewey classification, 

Fig. 17--Subject Catalog Page.
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